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AN ENERGY-AWARE DEBUGGER FOR
INTERMITTENTLY POWERED SYSTEMS

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................

DEVELOPMENT AND DEBUGGING SUPPORT IS A PREREQUISITE FOR THE ADOPTION OF

INTERMITTENTLY OPERATING ENERGY-HARVESTING COMPUTERS. THIS WORK IDENTIFIES

AND CHARACTERIZES INTERMITTENCE-SPECIFIC DEBUGGING CHALLENGES THAT ARE

UNADDRESSED BY EXISTING DEBUGGING SOLUTIONS. THIS WORK ADDRESSES THESE

CHALLENGES WITH THE ENERGY-INTERFERENCE-FREE DEBUGGER (EDB), THE FIRST

DEBUGGING SOLUTION FOR INTERMITTENT SYSTEMS. THIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES EDB’S CO-

DESIGNED HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND SHOWS ITS VALUE IN

SEVERAL DEBUGGING TASKS ON A REAL RF-POWERED ENERGY-HARVESTING DEVICE.

......Energy-harvesting devices are
embedded computing systems that eschew
tethered power and batteries by harvesting
energy from radio waves,1,2 motion,3 temper-
ature gradients, or light in the environment.
Small form factors, resilience to harsh envi-
ronments, and low-maintenance operation
make energy-harvesting computers well-
suited for next-generation medical, indus-
trial, and scientific sensing and computing
applications.4

The power system of an energy-harvesting
computer collects energy into a storage ele-
ment (that is, a capacitor) until the buffered
energy is sufficient to power the device.
Once powered, the device can operate until
energy is depleted and power fails. After the
failure, the cycle of charging begins again.
These charge–discharge cycles power the sys-
tem intermittently, and consequently, soft-
ware that runs on an energy-harvesting device
executes intermittently.5 In the intermittent

execution model, programs are frequently,
repeatedly interrupted by power failures, in
contrast to the traditional continuously pow-
ered execution model, in which programs are
assumed to run to completion. Every reboot
induced by a power failure clears volatile state
(such as registers and memory), retains non-
volatile state (such as ferroelectric RAM), and
transfers control to some earlier point in the
program.

Intermittence makes software difficult to
write and understand. Unlike traditional sys-
tems, the power supply of an energy-harvesting
computer changes high-level software behav-
ior, such as control-flow and memory con-
sistency.5,6 Reboots complicate a program’s
possible behavior, because they are implicit
discontinuities in the program’s control flow
that are not expressed anywhere in the code.
A reboot can happen at any point in a pro-
gram and cause control to flow unintuitively
back to a previous point in the execution.
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The previous point could be the beginning
of the program, a previous checkpoint,5,7 or
a task boundary.6 Today, devices that execute
intermittently are a mixture of conventional,
volatile microcontroller architectures and non-
volatile structures. In the future, alternative
architectures based on nonvolatile structures
may simplify some aspects of the execution
model, albeit with lower performance and
energy efficiency.8

Intermittence can cause correct software
to misbehave. Intermittence-induced jumps
back to a prior point in an execution inhibit
forward progress and could repeatedly execute
code that should not be repeated. Intermit-
tence can also leave memory in an inconsis-
tent state that is impossible in a continuously
powered execution.5 These intermittence-
related failure modes are avoidable with care-
fully written code or specialized system sup-
port.5–7,9,10 Unaddressed, these failure modes
represent a new class of intermittence bugs
that manifest only when executing on an
intermittent power source.

To debug an intermittently operating
program, a programmer needs the ability to
monitor system behavior, observe failures,
and examine internal program state. With
the goal of supporting this methodology,
prior work on debugging for continuously
powered devices has recognized the need to
minimize resources required for tracing11

and reduce perturbation to the program
under test.12 A key difference on energy-
harvesting platforms is that interference
with a device’s energy level could perturb its
intermittent execution behavior. Unfortu-
nately, existing tools, such as Joint Test
Action Group (JTAG) debuggers, require a
device to be powered, which hides intermit-
tence bugs. Programmers face an unsatisfying
dilemma: to use a debugger to monitor the
system and never observe a failure, or to run
without a debugger and observe the failure,
but without the means to probe the system to
understand the bug.

This article identifies the key debugging
functionality necessary to debug intermittent
programs on energy-harvesting platforms and
presents the Energy-Interference-Free Debug-
ger (EDB), a hardware–software platform
that provides that functionality (see Figure 1).
First, we observe that debuggers designed for

continuously powered devices are not effec-
tive for energy-harvesting devices, because
they interfere with the target’s power supply.
Our first contribution is a hardware device
that connects to a target energy-harvesting
device with the ability to monitor and manip-
ulate its energy level, but without permitting
any significant current to flow between the
debugger and the target.

Second, we observe that basic debugging
techniques, such as assertions, printf trac-
ing, and LED toggling, are not usable on
intermittently powered devices without sys-
tem support. Our second contribution is the
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Figure 1. The Energy-Interference-Free Debugger (EDB) is an energy-

interference-free system for monitoring and debugging energy-harvesting

devices. (a) Photo. (b) Architecture diagram. (c) The charge–discharge cycle

makes computation intermittent.
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EDB software system, which was codesigned
with EDB’s hardware to make debugging
primitives that are useful for intermittently
powered devices, including energy breakpoints
and keep-alive assertions. EDB addresses
debugging needs unique to energy-harvesting
devices, with novel primitives for selectively
powering spans of code and for tracing the
device’s energy level, code events, and fully
decoded I/O events. The whole of EDB’s
capabilities is greater than the sum of capabil-
ities of existing tools, such as a JTAG debugger
and an oscilloscope. Moreover, EDB is sim-
pler to use and far less expensive. We apply
EDB’s capabilities to diagnose problems on
real energy-harvesting hardware in a series of
case studies in our evaluation.

Intermittence Bugs and Energy Interference
An intermittent power source complicates
understanding and debugging of a system,

because the behavior of software on an inter-
mittent system is closely linked to its power
supply. Figure 2 illustrates the undesirable
consequences of disregarding this link
between the software and the power system.
The code has an intermittence bug that leads
to memory corruption only when the device
runs on harvested energy.

Debugging intermittence bugs using exist-
ing tools is virtually impossible due to energy
interference from these tools. JTAG debug-
gers supply power to the device under test
(DUT), which precludes observation of a
realistically intermittent execution, such as
the execution on the left in Figure 2. Even
JTAG, with a power rail isolator completely
masks intermittent behavior, because the
protocol requires the target to be powered
throughout the debugging session. An oscillo-
scope can directly observe and trace a DUT’s
power system and lines, but a scope cannot

Source

__NV list_t list
main(){
  init_list(list)
  while(true){
    __NV elem e
    select(e)
    remove(list,e)
    update(e)
    append(list,e)
  }
}

append(list,e){
  e->next = NULL
  e->prev = list->tail
  list->tail->next = e
  list->tail = e
}

remove(list,e){
  e->prev->next =
    e->next
  if(e==list->tail){
    tail = e->prev
  }else{
    e->next->prev =
      e->prev
  }
}

T
im

e

Continuous

execution

while(true){[true]

select(e)

remove(list,e)
  e->prev->next=e->next
  if(e==list->tail)[false]
  e->next->prev=e->prev

update(e)

append(list,e)
  e->next=NULL
  e->prev=list->tail
  list->tail->next=e
  list->tail=e

Always executes
completely w/
continuous power

The example program on the left illustrates how intermittence

perturbs a program’s execution. The code manipulates a

linked-list in nonvolatile memory using append and remove

functions. The continuous execution completes the code

sequentially. The intermittent execution, however, is not

sequential. Instead, the code captures a checkpoint at the

top of the while loop, then proceeds until power fails at the

indicated point. After the reboot, execution resumes from

the checkpoint. In some cases, an execution resumed from

the checkpoint mimics a continuously powered execution.

However, intermittence can also cause misbehavior

stemming from an intermittence bug in the code.

while(true){[true]

select(e)

remove(list,e)
  e->prev->next=e->next
  if(e==list->tail) [false]
  e->next->prev=e->prev

update(e)

append(list,e)
  e->next=NULL
  e->prev=list->tail
  list->tail->next=e

select(e)

remove(list,e)
  e->prev->next=e->next
  if(e==list->tail)[false]
  e->next->prev=e->prev

Checkpoint

Reboot! Back to checkpoint

Bug! Writing a wild pointer

because e->next = NULL

Intermittent

execution

Power fails before
list->tail=e

Should be true, but
append rebooted

T
im

e

The illustrated intermittent execution of the example code

exhibits incorrect behavior that is impossible in a continuous

execution. The execution violates the precondition assumed

by remove that only the tail’s next should be NULL.

The reboot interrupts append before it can make node e the

list’s new tail, but after its next pointer is set to NULL.

When execution resumes at the checkpoint, it attempts to

remove node e again. The conditional in remove confirms

that e is not the tail, then dereferences its next pointer

(which is NULL). The NULL next pointer makes e ->next->prev

a wild pointer that, when written, leads to undefined behavior.

Figure 2. An intermittence bug. The software executes correctly with continuous power, but

incorrectly in an intermittent execution.
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observe internal software state, which limits
its value for debugging.

Debugging code added to trace and react
to certain program events—such as toggling
LEDs, streaming events to a universal asyn-
chronous receiver/transmitter (UART), or in-
memory logging—has a high energy cost, and
such instrumentation can change program
behavior. For example, activating an LED to
indicate when the Wireless Identification and
Sensing Platform (WISP)2 is actively executing
increases its total current draw by five times,
from around 1 mA to more than 5 mA. Fur-
thermore, in-code instrumentation is limited
by scarcity of resources, such as nonvolatile
memory to store the log, and an analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) channel for measure-
ments of the device’s energy level.

Energy interference and the lack of visibil-
ity into intermittent executions make prior
approaches to debugging inadequate for
intermittently powered devices.

Energy-Interference-Free Debugging
EDB is an energy-interference-free debug-
ging platform for intermittent devices that
addresses the shortcomings of existing debug-

ging approaches. In this section, we describe
EDB’s functionality and its implementation
in codesigned hardware and software.

Figure 3 provides an overview of EDB.
The capabilities of EDB’s hardware and
software (Figure 3a) support EDB’s debug-
ging primitives (Figure 3b). The hardware
electrically isolates the debugger from the
target. EDB has two modes of operation:
passive mode and active mode. In passive
mode, the target’s energy level, program
events, and I/O can be monitored unobtru-
sively. In active mode, the target’s energy level
and internal program state (such as memory)
can be manipulated. We combine passive- and
active-mode operation to implement energy-
interference-free debugging primitives, includ-
ing energy and event tracing, intermittence-
aware breakpoints, energy guards for instru-
mentation, and interactive debugging.

Passive-Mode Operation
EDB’s passive mode of operation lets devel-
opers stream debugging information to a
host workstation continuously in real time,
relying on the three rightmost components in
Figure 3a. Important debugging streams that
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Figure 3. EDB’s features support debugging tasks and developer interfaces. (a) Hardware

and software capabilities. (b) Debugging primitives. (c) API and debug console commands.
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are available through EDB are the device’s
energy level, I/O events on wired buses,
decoded messages sent via RFID, and program
events marked in application code. A major
advantage of EDB is its ability to gather many
debugging streams concurrently, allowing the
developer to correlate streams (for example,
relating changes in I/O or program behavior
with energy changes). Correlating debugging
streams is essential, but doing so is difficult or
impossible using existing techniques. Another
key advantage of EDB is that data is collected
externally without burdening the target or per-
turbing its intermittent behavior.

Monitoring signals in the target’s circuit
requires electrical connections between the
debugger and the target, and EDB ensures
that these connections do not allow signifi-
cant current exchange, which could interfere
with the target’s behavior. To measure the tar-
get energy level, EDB samples the analog
voltage from the target’s capacitor through an
operational amplifier buffer. To monitor digi-
tal communication and program events with-
out energy interference, EDB connects to
wired buses—including Inter-Integrated Cir-
cuit (I2C), Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI),
RF front-end general-purpose I/Os (GPIOs),
and watch point GPIOs—through a digital
level-shifter. As an external monitor, EDB
can collect and decode raw I/O events, even
if the target violates the I/O protocol due to
an intermittence bug.

Active-Mode Operation
EDB’s active mode frees debugging tasks
from the constraint of the target device’s small
energy store by compensating for energy con-
sumed during debugging. In active mode, the
programmer can perform debugging tasks
that require more energy than a target could
ever harvest and store—for example, complex
invariant checks or user interactions. EDB
has an energy compensation mechanism that
measures and records the energy level on the
target device before entering active mode.
While the debugging task executes, EDB sup-
plies power to the target. After performing
the task, EDB restores the energy level to the
level recorded earlier. Energy compensation
permits costly, arbitrary instrumentation,
while ensuring that the target has the behav-
ior of an unaltered, intermittent execution.

EDB’s energy compensation mechanism
is implemented using two GPIO pins con-
nected to the target capacitor, an ADC, and
a software control loop. To prevent energy
interference by these components during pas-
sive mode, the circuit includes a low-leakage
keeper diode and sets the GPIO pins to high-
impedance mode. To charge the target to a
desired voltage level, EDB keeps the source
pin high until EDB’s ADC indicates that the
target’s capacitor voltage is at the desired
level. To discharge, the drain pin is kept low
to open a path to ground through a resistor,
until the target’s capacitor voltage reaches the
desired level. Several of the debugging primi-
tives presented in the next section are built
using this energy-compensation mechanism.

EDB Primitives
Using the capabilities described so far, EDB
creates a toolbox of energy-interference-free
debugging primitives. EDB brings to intermit-
tent platforms familiar debugging techniques
that are currently confined to continuously
powered platforms, such as assertions and
printf tracing. New intermittence-aware
primitives, such as energy guards, energy
breakpoints, and watch points, are introduced
to handle debugging tasks that arise only on
intermittently powered platforms. Each prim-
itive is accessible to the end user through two
complimentary interfaces: the API linked into
the application and the console commands on
a workstation computer (see Figure 3c).

Code and energy breakpoints. EDB imple-
ments three types of breakpoints. A code
breakpoint is a conventional breakpoint that
triggers at a certain code point. An energy
breakpoint triggers when the target’s energy
level is at or below a specified threshold. A
combined breakpoint triggers when a certain
code point executes and the target device’s
energy level is at or below a specified thresh-
old. Breakpoints conditioned on energy level
can initiate an interactive debugging session
precisely when code is likely to misbehave
due to energy conditions—for example, just
as the device is about to brownout.

Keep-alive assertions. EDB provides support
for assertions on intermittent platforms.
When an assertion fails, EDB immediately
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tethers the target to a continuous power sup-
ply to prevent it from losing state by exhaust-
ing its energy supply. This keep-alive feature
turns what would have to be a post-mortem
reconstruction of events into an investigation
on a live device. The ensuing interactive
debugging session for a failed assert includes
the entire live target address space and I/O
buses to peripherals. In contrast to EDB’s
keep-alive assertions, traditional assertions are
ineffective in intermittent executions. After a
traditional assertion fails, the device would
pause briefly, until energy was exhausted, then
restart, losing the valuable debugging infor-
mation in the live device’s state.

Energy guards. Using its energy compensa-
tion mechanism, EDB can hide the energy
cost of arbitrary code enclosed within an
energy guard. Code within an energy guard
executes on tethered power. Code before and
after an energy-guarded region executes as
though no energy was consumed by the
energy-guarded region. Without energy cost,
instrumentation code becomes nondisruptive
and therefore useful on intermittent plat-
forms. Two especially valuable forms of instru-
mentation that are impossible without EDB
are complex data structure invariant checks
and event tracing. EDB’s energy guards allow
code to check data invariants or report appli-
cation events via I/O (such as printf), the
high energy cost of which would normally
deplete the target’s energy supply and prevent
forward progress.

Interactive debugging. An interactive debug-
ging session with EDB can be initiated by a
breakpoint, an assertion, or a user interrupt,
and allows observation and manipulation of
the target’s memory state and energy level.
Using charge–discharge commands, the devel-
oper can intermittently execute any part of a
program starting from any energy level, assess-
ing the behavior of each charge–discharge
cycle. During passive-mode debugging, the
EDB console delivers traces of energy state,
watch points, I/O events, and printf output.

Evaluation
We built a prototype of EDB, including the
circuit board in Figure 1 and software that
implements EDB’s functionality. A release of

our prototype is available (http://intermittent
.systems). The purpose of our evaluation is
twofold. First, we characterize potential sour-
ces of energy interference and show that EDB
is free of energy interference. Second, we use a
series of case studies conducted on a real
energy-harvesting system to show that EDB
supports monitoring and debugging tasks that
are difficult or impossible without EDB.

Our target device is a WISP2 powered by
radio waves from an RFID reader. The WISP
has a 47 lF energy-storage capacitor and an
active current of approximately 0.5 mA at 4
MHz. We evaluated EDB using several test
applications, including the official WISP 5
RFID tag firmware and a machine-learning-
based activity-recognition application used in
prior work.5,6

Energy Interference
EDB’s edge over existing debugging tools is
its ability to remain isolated from an inter-
mittently operating target in passive mode
and its ability to create an illusion of an
untouched target energy reservoir in active
mode. Our first experiment concretely dem-
onstrates the energy interference of a tradi-
tional debugging technique, when applied to
an intermittently operating system. The
measurements in Table 1 demonstrate the
impact on program behavior of execution
tracing using printf over UART without
EDB. Without EDB, the energy cost of the
print statement significantly changes the iter-
ation success rate—that is, the fraction of
iterations that complete without a power fail-
ure. Next, we show with data that EDB is
effectively free of energy interference both in
passive- and active-mode operation.

In passive mode, current flow between
EDB and the target through the connections
in Figure 1 can inadvertently charge or dis-
charge the target’s capacitor. We measured the
maximum possible current flow over each
connection by driving it with a source meter
and found that the aggregate current cannot
exceed 0.85 lA in the worst case, representing
just 0.2 percent of the target microcontroller’s
typical active-mode current.

In active mode, energy compensation
requires EDB to save and restore the voltage of
the target’s storage capacitor, and any discrep-
ancy between the saved and restored voltage
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represents energy interference. Using an oscil-
loscope, we measured the discrepancy between
the target capacitor voltage saved and restored
by EDB. Over 50 trials, the average voltage
discrepancy was just 4 percent of the target’s
energy-storage capacity, with most error stem-
ming from our limited-precision software
control loop.

Debugging Capabilities
We now illustrate the new capabilities that
EDB brings to the development of intermit-
tent software by applying EDB in case studies
to debugging tasks that are difficult to resolve
without EDB.

Detecting memory corruption early. We eval-
uated how well EDB’s keep-alive assertions
help diagnose memory corruption that is not
reproducible in a conventional debugger.

� Application. The code in Figure 4a
maintains a doubly linked list in non-
volatile memory. On each iteration of
the main loop, a node is appended to
the list if the list is empty; otherwise,
a node is removed from the list. The
node is initialized with a pointer to a
buffer in volatile memory that is later
overwritten.

� Symptoms. After running on harvested
energy for some time, the GPIO pin
indicating main loop progress stops
toggling. After the main loop stops,
normal behavior never resumes, even
after a reboot; thus, the device must
be decommissioned, reprogrammed,
and redeployed.

� Diagnosis. To debug the list, we assert
that the list’s tail pointer must point
to the list’s last element, as shown in

Figure 4a. A conventional assertion is
unhelpful: after the assertion fails, the
target drains its energy supply and
the program restarts, losing the con-
text of the failure. In contrast, EDB’s
intermittence-aware, keep-alive assert
halts the program immediately when
the list invariant is violated, powers
the target, and opens an interactive
debugging session.

Interactive inspection of target memory
using EDB’s commands reveals that the tail
pointer points to the penultimate element,
not the actual tail. The inconsistency arose
when a power failure interrupted append.
In the absence of the keep-alive assert, the
program would proceed to read this inconsis-
tent state, dereference a null pointer, and
write to a wild pointer.

Instrumenting code with consistency checks.
On intermittently powered platforms, the
energy overhead of instrumentation code can
render an application nonfunctional by pre-
venting it from making any forward progress.
In this case study, we demonstrate how an
application can be instrumented with an
invariant check of arbitrary energy cost using
EDB’s energy guards.

� Application. The code in Figure 4b
generates the Fibonacci sequence
numbers and appends each to a non-
volatile, doubly linked list. Each iter-
ation of the main loop toggles a
GPIO pin to track progress. The pro-
gram begins with a consistency check
that traverses the list and asserts that
the pointers and the Fibonacci value
in each node are consistent.

Table 1. Cost of debug output and its impact on the activity-recognition

application’s behavior

Instrumentation

method

Iteration success

rate (%)

Iteration cost

Energy (%*) Time (ms)

No print 87 3.0 1.1

UARTprintf 74 5.3 2.1

EDBprintf 82 3.4 4.7..............................................................................................

*Energy cost as percentage of 47 lF storage capacity.
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� Symptoms. Without the invariant check,
the application silently produces an
inconsistent list. With the invariant
check, the main loop stops executing
after the list grows large. The oscillo-
scope trace in Figure 4c shows an early
charge cycle when the main loop exe-
cutes (left) and a later one when it does
not (right).

� Diagnosis. The main loop stops execut-
ing because once the list is too long, the
consistency check consumes all of the
target’s available energy. Once reached,
this hung state persists indefinitely. An
EDB energy guard allows the inclusion
of the consistency check without break-
ing the application’s functionality (see
Figure 4b). The effect of the energy
guard on target energy state is shown in
Figure 4d. The energy guard provides
tethered power for the consistency
check, and the main loop gets the same
amount of energy in early charge–
discharge cycles when the list is short
(left) and in later ones when the list is
long (right). On intermittent power,
we observed invariant violations in
several experimental trials.

Instrumentation and consistency check-
ing are an essential part of building a reliable
application. These techniques are inaccessi-
ble to today’s intermittent systems because
the cost of runtime checking and analysis is
arbitrary and often high. EDB brings instru-
mentation and consistency checking to inter-
mittent devices.

Tracing program events and RFID messages.
Extracting intermediate results and events
from the executing program using JTAG or
UART is valuable, but it often interferes with
a target’s energy level and changes application
behavior. Moreover, communication stacks
on energy-harvesting devices are difficult to
debug without simultaneous visibility into
the device’s sent and received packet stream
and energy state.

In Table 1, we traced the activity recogni-
tion application using EDB’s energy-interfer-
ence-free printf and watch points. In this
section, we trace messages in an RFID com-
munication stack using EDB’s I/O tracer. We

Application code

1: init_list(list)

2: while (1)

3:    node = list->head

4:    while  (node->next != NULL)

5:       node = node->next

8:       init_node(new_node)

9:       append(list, new_node)

11:       remove(list, node, &bufptr)

12:       memset(bufpter, 0x42, BUFSZ)

6:    assert(list->tail == node)

7:    if (node == list->head)

10:  else

Debug console

> run

Interrupted:

ASSERT line: 8

Vcap = 1.9749

*> print node

0xAA10: 0x00BB

0xAA20: 0x00AA

*> print list->tail

*> print list->tail.next

0xAA30: 0x00BB

0xAA 0xBB

tail node

1: main()
2:  energy_guard_begin()
3:  for (node in list)

6:  assert(list->tail == node)
7:  energy_guard_end()
8:  while(1)

4:    assert(node->prev->next == node ==->next->prev)
5:    assert(node->prev->fib + node->fib == node->next->fib)

9:    append_fibonacci_node(list)
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Figure 4. Debugging intermittence bugs with EDB. (a) An application with a

memory-corrupting intermittence bug, diagnosed using EDB’s intermittence-

aware assert (left) and interactive console (right). (b) An application

instrumented with a consistency check of arbitrary energy cost using EDB’s

energy guards. Oscilloscope trace of execution (c) without the energy guard

and (d) with the energy guard. Without the energy guard, the check and main

loop both execute at first, but only the check executes in later discharge

cycles. With an energy guard, the check executes on tethered power from

instant 1 to 2 and 3 to 4, and the main loop always executes.
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used EDB to collect RFID message identifiers
from the WISP RFID tag firmware, along
with target energy readings. From the collected
trace, we found that in our lab setup the appli-
cation responded 86 percent of the time for an
average of 13 replies per second. To produce
such a mixed trace of I/O and energy using
existing equipment, the target would have to
be burdened with logging duties that exceed
the computational resources, given the already
high cost of message decoding and response.

E nergy-harvesting technology extends the
reach of embedded devices beyond tra-

ditional sensor network nodes by eliminating
the constraints imposed by batteries and wires.
However, developing software for energy-
harvesting devices is more difficult than tra-
ditional embedded development, because of
surprising behavior that arises when software
executes intermittently. Debugging intermit-
tently executing software is particularly
challenging because of a new class of inter-
mittence bugs that are immune to existing
debugging approaches. Without effective
debugging tools, energy-harvesting devices
are accessible only to a small community of
systems experts instead of a wide community
of application-domain experts.

We identified energy interference as the
fundamental shortcoming of available de-
bugging tools. We designed EDB, the first
energy-interference-free debugging system
that supports debugging primitives for energy-
harvesting devices, such as energy guards, keep-
alive assertions, energy watch points, and energy
breakpoints. Students in our lab and at a grow-
ing list of other academic institutions have
successfully used EDB to debug and profile
applications in scenarios similar to the case
studies we evaluated.

EDB’s low-cost, compact hardware design
makes it suitable for incorporation into next-
generation debugging tools and for field
deployment with a target device. In the field, a
future automatic diagnostic system could lev-
erage EDB to catch rare bugs and automati-
cally log memory states from the target device.
In the lab, EDB can serve research projects
that require data on energy consumption and
program execution on an energy-harvesting
platform, such as an intermittence-aware com-
piler analysis.

We created EDB because we found
energy-harvesting devices to be among the
least accessible platforms for research, requir-
ing each researcher to reinvent ad hoc techni-
ques for troubleshooting each device. EDB
makes intermittently powered platforms
accessible to a wider research audience and
helps establish a new research area surround-
ing intermittent computing. MICRO
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